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Abstract
In the present paper we consider real polynomials in one real variable of a given degree n. Such a polynomial is called hyperbolic
if it has only real roots. A finite multiplier sequence of length n + 1 (FMS(n + 1)) is a tuple (c0, . . . , cn), ci ∈ R, such that if∑n
i=0 bi xn−i , bi ∈ R, is a hyperbolic polynomial, then
∑n
i=0 cibi xn−i is also such a polynomial. The set of FMS(n+1) coincides
with the set of tuples such that
∑n
i=0 C inci xn−i is a hyperbolic polynomial with all roots of the same sign. In the paper we prove
several geometric properties of the set of FMS(n + 1) formulated in terms of its stratification (defined by the multiplicity vectors
of the polynomials) and of the Whitney property (the curvilinear distance to be equivalent to the Euclidean one).
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1. Introduction
In the present paper we consider real polynomials in one real variable. Such a polynomial is called hyperbolic if
all its roots are real. The derivative of a hyperbolic polynomial of degree ≥2 is hyperbolic.
A stratification of the domain of hyperbolic polynomials in the general family of real monic polynomials is naturally
defined by the multiplicity vectors of the polynomials. This stratification has been explored in papers [1,5,6,11,12]. In
paper [5] the Whitney property (the equivalence between the Euclidean and the curvilinear distances) of this domain
has been proved under some natural conditions.
The importance of this property lies in the fact that a smooth function, defined and continuous together with all
its derivatives on a compact set having the Whitney property, can be extended to a smooth function defined in some
open neighbourhood of the compact set, see [10]. On the other hand, in various situations when problems involving
symmetries are studied, one deals with functions in n real variables which depend not directly on these variables, but
on their symmetric polynomials. Such functions are defined in fact in the domain of hyperbolic polynomials of degree
n, and the Whitney property of the latter allows one to extend them to smooth functions defined in Rn .
Paper [5] contains also the proof of the connectedness of the fibres of the consecutive projections of the domain
of hyperbolic polynomials defined by the truncation of the sequence of its coefficients. In Subsection 2.1 we recall in
detail the exact definitions of all these geometric properties of the domain of hyperbolic polynomials.
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It would be interesting to have the description of all differential operators acting on the space of polynomials
in one real variable and preserving hyperbolicity. When such operators are diagonal in the standard monomial
basis, their forms are known. These are the finite multiplier sequences defined after the coefficients of a hyperbolic
polynomial having all roots nonnegative or nonpositive, see [3]. The action of such an operator is defined by the
composition of Schur–Szego¨ of polynomials. There are some classical results about this composition such as the
Schur–Szego¨ composition theorem. When considered only between hyperbolic polynomials, the composition has
interesting properties connected with the multiplicities of the zeros of the polynomials, see [9]. We recall the definition
of the Schur–Szego¨ composition and its properties in Subsection 2.2.
In the present paper we show that the domain of hyperbolic polynomials with all roots of the same sign (considered
as the set of finite multiplier sequences) has analogs of the geometric properties of the domain of all hyperbolic
polynomials — the stratification, the Whitney property and the connectedness of the fibres of the projections defined
by the truncation of the sequence of coefficients. The results are formulated in Section 3 and proved in Section 4.
2. Definitions and notations
2.1. Hyperbolic polynomials in one variable
In what follows we often consider the general family of real monic polynomials
P(x, a) = xn + a1xn−1 + · · · + an, ai , x ∈ R. (1)
We define its hyperbolicity domain Π as the set of values of the parameters ai for which the polynomial P is
hyperbolic. Further we often set a1 = 0 (it can be achieved by shifting the origin of the x-axis) and we set
Π0 := Π ∩ {a1 = 0}. If a1 = 0, a2 < 0, then one can achieve also the condition a2 = −1 (because Π and Π0
are invariant under the action of the one-parameter group x 7→ kx , a j 7→ k ja j and one has Π0 ∩ {a2 > 0} = ∅,
Π0 ∩ {a2 = 0} = O ∈ Rn). We set Π ∗0 := Π0 ∩ {a2 = −1} = Π ∩ {a1 = 0, a2 = −1}.
For every n = 1, 2, . . . the domains Π , Π0 and Π ∗0 are stratified semi-algebraic sets. Their stratification and other
geometric properties are explored in [5,6] using the results of [1,4]. Some of these properties are studied independently
in [11,12].
Definition 2.1. The strata of Π , Π0 and Π ∗0 are defined by the multiplicity vectors (MVs) of the polynomials from
family (1). An MV is a vector whose components are equal to the multiplicities of the distinct roots of P listed in
decreasing order.
Remark 1. An MV with m components defines a stratum of Π (resp. of Π0 or of Π ∗0 ) of dimension m (resp. m − 1
or m − 2). E.g. for n = 9 the MV (2, 1, 6) defines the stratum of Π (resp. of Π0 or of Π ∗0 ) of dimension 3 (resp. 2 or
1) consisting of polynomials with three distinct roots x1 > x2 > x3 of multiplicities respectively 2, 1, 6. In the case
of Π ∗0 these roots satisfy the conditions 2x1 + x2 + 6x3 = 0 and 2x1x2 + 12x1x3 + 6x2x3 + x21 + 15x23 = −1, in the
case of Π0 they satisfy only the first of them.
Notation 2.2. We denote by Πk , Π0;k , Π ∗0;k the projections respectively of Π , Π0, Π
∗
0 in the spaces Oa1 . . . ak ,
Oa2 . . . ak , Oa3 . . . ak . We denote by ∂S the boundary and by S the closure of the set S.
The sets Πk , Π0;k , Π ∗0;k are semi-algebraic. Recall that (see [5,1]) the sets Πk , Π0;k , Π
∗
0;k have the following
properties:
The Whitney property
For each k = 2, . . . , n there exists a constant Ck ≥ 1 such that for all points X, Y ∈ Π ∗0;k , one has
ρ˜(X, Y ) ≤ Ckρ(X, Y ) where ρ˜ is the curvilinear distance, i.e. the length of the shortest arc γ ⊂ Π ∗0;k connecting X
with Y , and ρ is the Euclidean distance.
Property A
A0 The set Π1 is the real line Oa1.
The set Π0;2 is the half-line {a1 = 0, a2 ≤ 0}.
The set Π ∗0;2 is the point {a1 = 0, a2 = −1}.
A1 For k ≥ 2 (resp. k ≥ 3) the set Πk (resp. Π0;k or Π ∗0;k) is a domain consisting of all points from and between
the graphs H±k of two functions f
±
k : Πk−1 → R (resp. f ±k : Π0;k−1 → R or f ±k : Π ∗0;k−1 → R) for which one
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has f +k (.) ≥ f −k (.). Thus all fibres of the projection Πk → Πk−1 (resp. Π0;k → Π0;k−1 or Π ∗0;k → Π ∗0;k−1) are
connected, i.e. they are either segments or points.
A2 The values of f +k and f
−
k coincide only on ∂Πk−1 (resp. ∂Π0;k−1 or ∂Π ∗0;k−1). Thus a fibre of the projection
Πk → Πk−1 (resp. Π0;k → Π0;k−1 or Π ∗0;k → Π ∗0;k−1) is a point if and only if it is over ∂Πk−1 = H+k−1∪ H−k−1 (resp.
over ∂Π0;k−1 = H+k−1 ∪ H−k−1 or ∂Π ∗0;k−1 = H+k−1 ∪ H−k−1).
A3 In the case of Π0;k for a2 ≥ −1, and in the case of Π ∗0;k , the functions f ±k are Lipschitz ones (3 ≤ k ≤ n).
Remark 2. In Properties A1–A3 we use the same notation f ±k in the cases of Πk , Π0;k and Π ∗0;k in order not to
complicate the formulation. It is clear that in the second (resp. in the third) case we consider in fact f ±k |a1=0 (resp.
f ±k |a1=0 , a2=−1). A similar remark applies to H±k .
Definition 2.3. An MV is said to be of form r1 (resp. of form 1r ) if it is of the form (r ′, 1, r ′′, 1, . . .) (resp. of the
form (1, r ′, 1, r ′′, . . .), r ′, r ′′ ∈ N∗). A stratum defined by an MV Ev belongs to the closure of a stratum defined by an
MV Ew if Ev is obtained from Ew by replacing (in one or several places) several consecutive components of Ew by a single
one which is equal to their sum. In this case the stratum defined by the MV Ev belongs both to the algebraic and to the
topological closure of the stratum defined by the MV Ew.
Property B




k ) is the union of the closures of the strata with
MVs having k − 1 components and of form r1 (resp. of form 1r ). These are the strata of highest dimension building
up H+k (resp. H
−
k ).
2.2. Finite multiplier sequences
There are situations in which it is more convenient to present a (real or complex) polynomial not in form (1) but in





n−i , b0 6= 0. (2)
Form (2) is closely connected with the following definition.
Definition 2.4. The Schur–Szego¨ composition of two polynomials P(x) = ∑ni=0 C inbi xn−i and Q(x) =∑n
i=0 C inci xn−i is given by (P ∗ Q)(x) =
∑n
i=0 C inbici xn−i , see e.g. [15].
Remark 3. When a polynomial is presented in form (2), the Schur–Szego¨ composition is just the pointwise product
of coefficient sequences, differentiation is essentially the same as truncation of coefficient sequences, and the quantity
b j
b0
( j = 1, . . . , n) is (−1) j times the average of the j-fold products of the roots of the polynomial.
Notation 2.5. By Poln we denote the linear space of all polynomials in x of degree at most n. When we want to
specify whether the coefficients are real or complex we write PolRn or Pol
C
n . In what follows we always use its standard
monomial basis B := (xn, xn−1, . . . , 1).
To any polynomial P ∈ Poln presented in form (2) one can associate the operator TP which acts diagonally
in the basis B and is uniquely determined by the condition: TP (1 + x)n = P(x). Obviously, for P(x) =
C0nbn + C1nbn−1x + · · · + Cnnb0xn , one has TP (x i ) = bi xn−i , i = 0, 1, . . . , n.
Given P as above we refer to the sequence {bi } as to the diagonal sequence of P . Any two such operators TP and
TQ commute and their product TPTQ corresponds in the above sense exactly to the Schur–Szego¨ composition P ∗ Q.
The famous composition theorem of Schur and Szego¨ reads:
Theorem 2.6 ([15] or Section 3.4 of [14] or Section 2 of [2]). Given any circular domain K (i.e. a fractional-linear
image of the unit disk) containing all the roots of P one has that any root of P ∗ Q is the product of some root of Q
by −a where a ∈ K.
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One can find some geometric consequences of Theorem 2.6 (in particular, Proposition 2.8) in Section 5.5 of [14].
Generally speaking, the above theorem says how one can locate some root(s) of a given polynomial given the location
of the roots of another polynomial.
Notation 2.7. We denote by Hypn ⊂ PolRn the set of all hyperbolic polynomials (not necessarily monic) and by
Hyp+n ⊂ Hypn (resp. Hyp−n ⊂ Hypn) the set of all hyperbolic polynomials with all positive (resp. all negative) roots.
By MHyp+n (resp. by MHyp−n ) we denote the subsets of monic polynomials from Hyp+n (resp. from Hyp−n ).
Proposition 2.8 (Theorem 5.5.5 and Corollary 5.5.10 of [14]). If P, Q ∈ Hypn and if Q ∈ Hyp+n or Q ∈ Hyp−n ,
then P ∗ Q ∈ Hypn . Moreover, all roots of P ∗ Q lie in the interval [−M,−m] where M is the maximal and m is the
minimal pairwise product of roots of P and Q.
Definition 2.9. A diagonal sequence, (or an operator T : Poln → Poln acting diagonally in B) is called a finite
multiplier sequence of length n + 1 (FMS(n + 1)), see [13], if it sends Hypn into Hypn .
The setMn of all FMS(n + 1) is a semi-group. The following theorem is a characterization of FMS(n + 1).
Theorem 2.10 (Theorem 3.7 of [3] or Theorem 3.1 of [2]). For T = diag(γ0, . . . , γn) ∈ End(PolRn ) the following
two conditions are equivalent:
(i) T is an FMS(n + 1);
(ii) All nonzero roots of the polynomial PT (x) =∑nj=0 C jnγ j xn− j are real and of the same sign.
We get by Theorem 2.10 a linear diffeomorphism betweenMn and Hyp+n ∪ Hyp−n . New properties of the Schur–
Szego¨ composition of polynomials (namely, that it defines a semi-group structure on the set of MVs, i.e. of ordered
partitions of n) are proved in [9].
Remark 4. One can stratify the setMHyp+n in the following way. The boundary ofMHyp+n consists of parts of strata of
∂Π and of strata belonging to the hyperplane {xn = 0}. The latter are defined by MVs of the form (r1, . . . , rm−1, rm,0)
where the lower case index 0 to rm means that the smallest root of the polynomial is equal to 0. The dimension of
such a stratum is equal to m − 1.
The stratification of MHyp−n is analogous — the lower case index 0 is at the first component.
Remark 5. In the case of MHyp+n (resp. MHyp−n ) a stratum defined by an MV Ev belongs to the closure of a stratum
defined by an MV Ew if and only if the two conditions hold simultaneously:
– the MVs are as in Definition 2.3;
– if the MV Ew has a lower case index 0 at the last (resp. at the first) component, then so does Ev.
3. The results
The aim of the present paper is to show that for a1 6= 0 and a2 fixed (see form (1)), the sets MHyp+n and MHyp−n
have the Whitney property and analogs of Properties A and B.
It is clear that the sets MHyp+n,1 and MHyp
−
n,1 are the half-lines {a1 < 0} and {a1 > 0}. For a1 < 0 (resp. a1 > 0)
fixed the set MHyp+n,2 (resp. MHyp
−
n,2) is a segment. This is the analog of Property A0.
The following theorems are proved in Subsection 4.6.
Theorem 3.1. The sets MHyp+n and MHyp−n have Properties A1,A2 and A3.
Theorem 3.2. For (a1, a2) fixed (a1 6= 0), the sets MHyp+n and MHyp−n have the Whitney property when nonempty.
Theorem 3.3. The sets MHyp+n and MHyp−n have Property B in which the strata of maximal dimension building up
H+k (resp. H
−
k ) have MVs of form r1 (resp. of form 1r) and either have k − 1 components and no lower case index 0
to any of the components or have k components and a lower case 0 to one of them.
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4. Proofs
4.1. Preliminaries
Consider the polynomials from MHyp±n presented in form (1) and with a1 6= 0 fixed. Denote by Π˜0 the set Π0
when defined for n + 1 instead of n. There exists a natural embedding of the sets MHyp±n into Π˜0. Indeed, multiply
each polynomial of the family (1) by x − a1:
(x − a1)P(x, a) = xn+1 + (a2 − a21)xn−1 + (a3 − a1a2)xn−2 + · · · + (an − a1an−1)x − a1an . (3)
This is a polynomial defining a point of the set Π˜0. Further we use the notationΠ0 instead of Π˜0 because our statements
are valid for any n ∈ N∗.
Notation 4.1. Denote by K+ (resp. K−) the subset ofΠ ∗0 of polynomials having one negative and n−1 positive roots
(resp. one positive and n − 1 negative roots). It is clear that K+ and K− are open subsets of Oa3 . . . an . The MVs of
the strata of K+ (resp. K−) have their last (resp. first) component equal to 1. If a lower case index 0 is added to their
last but one (resp. to their second) component, then this means that the corresponding root is 0; if such an MV has m
components, then the dimension of the stratum defined by it is m − 3.
Proposition 4.2. One has K+ = Π ∗0 ∩{ (−1) ja j < 0 , j = 3, . . . , n } (resp. K− = Π ∗0 ∩{ a j < 0 , j = 3, . . . , n }).
Proof. Recall the Descartes rule — a real polynomial has g−2m positive roots where g is the number of sign changes
in the sequence of its coefficients and m ≥ 0 is some integer. When counting the number of sign changes one has to
neglect the zero coefficients.
In the case of K− the proposition follows from the Descartes rule — there is just one sign change in the
sequence of coefficients of a polynomial from Π ∗0 ∩ { a j < 0 , j = 3, . . . , n }, hence, such a polynomial
has a single positive root. It has no zero roots and it is hyperbolic, hence, all its other roots are negative. Hence,
Π ∗0 ∩ { a j < 0 , j = 3, . . . , n } ⊂ K−.
And conversely, one has K− ⊂ Π ∗0 ∩ { a j < 0 , j = 3, . . . , n }. Indeed, a polynomial P ∈ K− must have a single
sign change in the sequence of its coefficients, and P(−x) must have exactly n − 1 sign changes because P(−x) has
n − 1 positive roots. This is possible only if a j < 0 for j = 3, . . . , n.
The proof in the case of K+ follows from the one in the case of K− — a polynomial from K+ is obtained from a
polynomial from K− by the change of variable x 7→ −x and by the multiplication by (−1)n . 
Notation 4.3. We denote by K+k and K
−
k the projections of K
+ and K− in Oa3 . . . ak .
4.2. The retraction of Π ∗0 on K+
In the present subsection we define a retraction of Π ∗0 on K+. The sets Π ∗0 and K+ are defined as images by the
mapping
Σ : ordered roots of P 7→ coefficients of P (4)
of certain subsets of Rn . If x j are the roots of P (defined by equality (1)), then one has
(−1)kak =
∑
1≤ j1< j2<···< jk≤n
x j1x j2 · · · x jk .
The roots x j satisfy the conditions
x1 + · · · + xn = 0, x21 + · · · + x2n = 2, x1 ≥ · · · ≥ xn . (5)
In the case of K+, one has also
xn−1 ≥ 0 > xn . (6)
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Denote byU and V the preimages respectively of Π ∗0 and K+. The setU is defined by conditions (5), the set V by
conditions (5) and (6). We define a retraction of U on V which in turn defines the one of Π ∗0 on K+ via the mapping
(4).
Definition 4.4. For each n-tuple X0 := (x01 , . . . , x0n) ∈ U denote by l the index ν such that xν ≥ 0, xν+1 < 0.
Construct the n-tuple X1(s) := (x11 , . . . , x1n) (depending on the parameter s ∈ [0, 1]) as follows:
– if l = n − 1, then X1 = X0;
– if l < n − 1, then for i ≤ l set x1i = x0i , for l + 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 set x1i = sx0i , and set x1n = x0n −
∑n−1
i=l+1(x1i − x0i ).
Remark 6. Notice that if x0n is a root of multiplicity µ > 1 (i.e. x
0
n−µ+1 = · · · = x0n ), then it splits into two roots,
namely x1n−1 of multiplicity µ− 1 and x1n of multiplicity 1. Indeed, the mapping X0 7→ X1 does not change the roots
x0i for i ≤ l, and it increases them for l + 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 while their sum remains the same.
Thus when l < n−1 the n-tuple X1(s) satisfies the first and the third of conditions (5) but not necessarily the second




(x11 , . . . , x
1
n) satisfies all three of conditions (5).
When l = n − 1 one has X2 = X0.
Consider the one-parameter family of mappings τs : X0 7→ X2(s), X0 ∈ U , s ∈ [0, 1]. The mapping τ0 is the
retraction U → V .
In the present and in the next two subsections we prove the following theorem:
Theorem 4.5. For s ∈ (0, 1] the set Σ (τs(U )) has Properties A1,A2,A3 and B (which are formulated for Σ (τs(U ))
in the place of Π ∗0 ).
The proof of the theorem results from several lemmas; it is summed up at the end of Subsection 4.4. From the
theorem we deduce the following theorem (proved in Subsection 4.5). (When Property B is formulated for the set K+
one has to take into account not only Definition 2.3, but also Remark 5.)
Theorem 4.6. The set K+ = Σ (τ0(U )) has Properties A1,A2,A3 and B.
Before starting to prove Theorem 4.5 we show for n = 4 the sets Π ∗0 and K+, see the curvilinear triangles
respectively AED and CBD on Fig. 1. The arrowed arcs show the “sense of the retraction”. The curvilinear triangle
FGD is the set Σ (τs(U )) for some s ∈ (0, 1). Properties A1, A2, A3 and B about the set K+ can be checked directly.
The MVs of the strata are the following ones (recall that in the MVs defining the strata of Π ∗0 there is no lower
case index 0):
CD , ACD (1, 2, 1) BD , EBD (2, 1, 1)
CB (1, 1, 10, 1) AE (1, 1, 2)
C (1, 20, 1) B (2, 10, 1)
A (1, 3) E (2, 2)
D (3, 1)
The easy case n = 3 is left for the reader.
4.3. Beginning of the proof of Theorem 4.5
Proposition 4.7. For s ∈ (0, 1] the mapping τs defines a homeomorphism between U and τs(U ). This in turn defines
(via the mapping (4)) a homeomorphism between Π ∗0 and Σ (τs(U )).
Proof. 1◦. For s fixed, the continuous dependence of τs on X0 follows from the formulas defining X2 after X0; notice
that there exists a constant c > 0 such that κ(s) ≥ c for all X0 ∈ U , s ∈ [0, 1].
2◦. Show that for s > 0 the mapping τs is bijective. It is trivially surjective, so prove that it is injective. Each n-tuple
X0 with l = n − 1 is mapped onto itself. Moreover, the mapping τs preserves (for s > 0) the index l. Therefore two
n-tuples might have the same image only if their indices l are the same and < n − 1.
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Fig. 1. The sets Π ∗0 and K+ for n = 4.
For 1 < l (resp. for l < n − 2) the ratio x1:x2: · · · :xl (R1) (resp. the ratio xl+1:xl+2: · · · :xn−1 (R2)) is preserved
by τs . Therefore two n-tuples X10 and X
2
0 might have the same image only if they have the same index l < n − 1 and
the above two ratios are the same (for l = 1 only (R2) and for l = n − 2 only (R1) must be the same).
Suppose that l < n − 1. If two n-tuples X10 and X20 have the same image, then their respective n-tuples X11 and X21
are proportional. If X11 = X21 , then it is clear that X10 = X20 . If X11 = αX21 , α > 0, α 6= 1, then one has X10 = αX20 .
Indeed, the ratio x1:x2: · · · :xn−1 is the same for the two n-tuples X10 and X20 , and there holds the first of conditions (5).
But then it is impossible to have the second of conditions (5) to hold simultaneously for the two n-tuples X10 and X
2
0 .
3◦. Define for s ∈ (0, 1] the mapping φs . Set V (s) := τs(U ). Hence, one has V = V (0). For each n-
tuple X2 ∈ V (s) define the n-tuple X ′ by the rule x ′j = x2j for j ≤ l, x ′j =
x2j
s
, j = l + 1, . . . , n − 1,
xn ′ = x2n −
∑n−1




X ′ where λ(s) = ∑nj=1(x ′j )2. We define φs
as the mapping X2 7→ X0 with X0 as above.
Check that for s ∈ (0, 1] one has φs = (τs)−1. It is clear that the mapping φs preserves (like τs) the ratio (R1). It is
also clear that the mapping φs ◦ τs preserves conditions (5) and the ratio x1:x2: · · · :xn−1. Hence, it preserves the ratio
x1:x2: · · · :xn , hence the n-tuple as well (due to the second of conditions (5)), i.e. φs ◦ τs = id .
4◦. The continuity of (τs)−1 for s ∈ (0, 1] follows directly from the above formulas. Hence, for s ∈ (0, 1] the
mapping τs is a homeomorphism. The last statement of the proposition follows from the fact that the mapping Σ is a
homeomorphism, see Corollary 1.2 in [5]. 
Corollary 4.8. The image by τs , s ∈ (0, 1], of each point of ∂U belongs to ∂τs(U ).
Proposition 4.9. For s ∈ (0, 1] the mapping τs defines a homeomorphism between the closure of each stratum of U
and its image. This in turn defines (via the mapping (4)) a homeomorphism between the closure of each stratum of Π ∗0
and its image in Σ (τs(U )).
The proposition is proved by analogy with Proposition 4.7.
Corollary 4.10. For each stratum Ψ ⊂ U, the image under τs , s ∈ (0, 1], of a point from ∂Ψ belongs to ∂τs(Ψ).
Recall that Σ denotes the mapping (4).
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Remark 7. For s ∈ (0, 1] one can define a stratification of τs(U ) the strata being the images under τs of the strata of
U , and, hence, one can assign to them the same MVs as the ones of their preimages. In a similar way one can define
a stratification of Σ (τs(U )) for s ∈ (0, 1].
Lemma 4.11. The image Σ (τs(Θ)) (for s ∈ (0, 1] fixed) of a stratumΘ ⊂ U of dimension m−2, m ≥ 3, is the graph
of a Lipschitz (n − m)-dimensional vector-function defined on the projection Σ (τs(Θ))m of Σ (τs(Θ)) in Oa3 . . . am .
The same is true for Σ (τs(Θ)) and Σ (τs(Θ))m .
Proof. 1◦. Denote by (q1, q2, . . . , qm) the MV of Θ and by y1 > y2 > · · · > ym the distinct roots of a point from Θ
(i.e. x1 = · · · = xq1 = y1 etc.). The image Σ (τs(Θ)) can be represented in the form Σ (τs(Θ1))∪ · · · ∪Σ (τs(Θm−1))
where Θ j ⊂ Θ consists of these points of Θ having precisely j nonnegative distinct roots. This means that one
has y j ≥ 0 > y j+1 (Ω j ). The definition of the sets Θ j is motivated by the fact that for different values of the
index l (see Definition 4.4) the mapping τs is defined by different formulas. In the particular case qm = 1 one has
τs(Θm−1) = Θm−1.
2◦. Each of conditions (Ω j ) together with conditions (5) defines a subset Ξ j ⊂ U . One has Θ j = Θ ∩ Ξ j . The
corresponding set τs(Θ j ) is obtained as follows: for a tuple X0 ∈ Θ j one constructs the tuple X2 ∈ U , then one finds
the quantities ai which up to a sign equal the corresponding Vieta symmetric functions of the variables xν .
3◦. Each stratum Φ of Π ∗0 of dimension m − 2,m ≥ 3, is the graph of an (n − m)-dimensional Lipschitz vector-
function F defined on the projection Φm of Φ in Oa3 . . . am , see Theorem 1.8 in [5]. The set Σ (τs(Θ j )) is obtained
by restricting the arguments of F to Θ j , and then by applying the maps τs : X0 7→ X2 and Σ (till the end of the proof
we write X2 instead of X2(s) for convenience). In other words, the set Σ (τs(Θ j )) is the graph of the vector-function
F(X2(X0)) for X0 ∈ Θ j .
4◦. For each j the vector-function X2(X0) is defined by formulas analytic not only on Ξ j , but on the whole compact
set U . It is of class C∞ (the mapping X0 7→ X1 is linear and the denominator κ(s) in the mapping X1 7→ X2 does
not vanish on U ). Therefore the set Σ (τs(Θ j )) is the graph of an (n − m)-dimensional Lipschitz vector-function
defined on Σ (τs(Θ j ))m . Hence, the set Σ (τs(Θ)) (resp. Σ (τs(Θ))) is the graph of such a vector-function defined on
Σ (τs(Θ))m (resp. Σ (τs(Θ))m). 
Lemma 4.12. The Lipschitz constants of the vector-functions from Lemma 4.11 are uniformly bounded for s ∈ (0, 1].
Remark 8. The statement of the lemma is a nontrivial fact because the interval (0, 1] to which s belongs is not closed.
Proof of the lemma. The lemma follows from X2(X0) being defined by formulas analytic not only on Ξ j , but on the
whole compact set U , see 4◦ of the proof of Lemma 4.11. These formulas are defined in the same way for s = 0
as well. All quantities x j involved in them are bounded and are never simultaneously equal to 0, see conditions (5),
therefore the denominator κ(s) never vanishes. One has
‖F(X2(X20))− F(X2(X10))‖ ≤ C‖X2(X20)− X2(X10)‖ ≤ CD‖X20 − X10‖
whereC is the Lipschitz constant of the vector-function F , and D is the one of the mapping τs . The uniform estimation
(valid also for s = 0) exists because the mapping (τs)−1 is not used here. 
Recall that if a stratum Λ ⊂ ∂Π ∗0;m of dimension m − 3, m ≥ 3 (i.e. of highest possible dimension) is defined by
an MV of form r1 (resp. 1r ), then locally Π ∗0;m is “below” (resp. “above”) it in the sense that the points of Π
∗
0;m with
the same a3-, . . . , am−1-coordinates have a smaller (resp. a bigger) am-coordinate, see Property B. Denote by Ω the
stratum of U which is the preimage of Λ under the Vieta mapping Σ , see (4).
Lemma 4.13. ForΩ as above, the points ofΣ (τs(U ))m are locally “below” (resp. “above”) the points ofΣ (τs(Ω))m .
Proof. 1◦. We prove the lemma only in the “below” case (in the “above” one the proof is analogous).
By Lemma 4.11 the setΣ (τs(Ω))m is the graph of a Lipschitz function defined onΣ (τs(Ω))m−1. By Corollary 4.10
it belongs to ∂Σ (τs(U ))m . Therefore locally Σ (τs(U ))m must be “below” or “above” (i.e. on one side of) Σ (τs(Ω))m .
We must show that it is actually “below”.
2◦. Fix a pointW ∈ Λ := Σ (Ω). Fix a pointW ′ from the interior ofΠ ∗0;m with the same a3-, . . . , am−1-coordinates
as W . Hence, the segment [W,W ′] belongs to Π ∗0;m , see Property A.
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3◦. When s is close enough to 1, the mapping M(s) := Σ ◦ τs ◦ Σ−1 is close to identity. The same is
true when in this mapping (i.e. in Σ ) only the coordinates a3, . . . , am are taken into account (we write Σm). Set
Mm(s) := Σm ◦ τs ◦ (Σm)−1. It makes sense to write (Σm)−1 because the coordinates a3, . . . , am and the MV of Ω
define unique values of x1, . . ., xn satisfying conditions (5). The image of the segment [W,W ′] under Mm(s) (which
is a continuous curve) is “uniformly close” to the segment itself. Therefore for s close enough to 1, Σ (τs(U ))m is
“below” Σ (τs(Ω))m .
4◦. In a similar way one shows that when s1 and s2 are close enough to one another (s1, s2 ∈ (0, 1]), then
Σ (τs j (U ))m , j = 1, 2, are simultaneously “below” or “above” Σ (τs(Ω))m . (To this end one has to consider the
mapping Mm(s1) ◦ (Mm(s2))−1.) Hence, it is true for any s ∈ (0, 1] that Σ (τs(U ))m is “below” Σ (τs(Ω))m . 
In paper [6] it is shown how given two strata V,W ⊂ Π ∗0;m such that V ⊂ W and dimW = m, dimV = m − 1,
to say whether W is “below” or “above” V just by looking at their MVs. The following lemma is proved by analogy
with Lemma 4.13 and we skip its proof.
Lemma 4.14. Suppose that for V and W as above one has that W is “below” (resp. “above”) V . Then the same is
true for the images of V and W under the mapping Mm(s), s ∈ (0, 1], defined in 3◦ of the proof of Lemma 4.13.
4.4. End of the proof of Theorem 4.5
Lemma 4.15. For s ∈ (0, 1] the set Σ (τs(U ))3 is a segment with endpoints the images under the mapping Σ ◦ τs of
the strata of U with MVs (n − 1, 1) and (1, n − 1).
The lemma shows that the set Σ (τs(U ))3 has Properties A and B for k = 3.
Proof. The set Σ (τs(U ))3 is homeomorphic to the set Σ (U )3 = Π ∗0;3 (Proposition 4.9). The latter is the projection in
R of Π ∗0 which in turn is the closure of a set homeomorphic to a simplex. Hence, Σ (τs(U ))3 is a segment.
By Lemma 4.11 only images by Σ ◦τs of strata ofU defined by MVs with two components can be boundary points
of Σ (τs(U ))3. By Lemma 4.13 these boundary points must be images under the mapping M3(s) (defined in 3◦ of the
proof of Lemma 4.13) of boundary points of Π ∗0;3.
The only strata of ∂Π ∗0;3 are the ones with MVs (n − 1, 1) and (1, n − 1). This follows from Property B. The
set Π ∗0;3 is “below” the first and “above” the second one. Hence, Σ (τs(U ))3 is “below” the image of the former and
“above” the image of the latter of these strata under the mapping M3(s). 
Consider the projection
p˜ik0 : Σ (τs(U ))k0+1 → Σ (τs(U ))k0 . (7)
Consider a stratum Q of ∂Σ (τs(U ))k0 of dimension k0 − 3 (i.e. the highest possible), hence, defined by an MV of
form r1 or 1r .
Lemma 4.16. There are exactly two strata of ∂Σ (τs(U ))k0+1 of maximal possible dimension which are adjacent to
Q. One of them is defined by an MV of form r1 and one by an MV of form 1r .
Proof. We prove the lemma in the case when the MV of Q is of form r1, if it is of form 1r the proof is analogous.
If this MV equals (r1, 1, r2, 1, . . .), then replace the rightmost number ri which is > 1 by (ri − 1, 1) — this is the
MV of the stratum of ∂Σ (τs(U ))k0+1 of maximal possible dimension to which Q is adjacent and with an MV of form
r1. There is no other way to make an MV of form r1 and with one component more. When one replaces the leftmost
component r j which is > 1 by (1, r j − 1), one obtains the only stratum of ∂Σ (τs(U ))k0+1 of maximal possible
dimension to which Q is adjacent and with an MV of form 1r . 
Consider a stratum Q of ∂Σ (τs(U ))k0+1 of dimension k0 − 3, not defined by an MV of form r1 (or 1r ) and
belonging to the closure of a stratum of ∂Σ (τs(U ))k0+1 of dimension k0 − 2 defined by an MV of form r1 (or 1r ).
Lemma 4.17. There are exactly two strata of ∂Σ (τs(U ))k0+1 of dimension k0−2 to which Q is adjacent, one “below”
and one “above” Q w.r.t. the ak0 -coordinate.
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Proof. 1◦. The MV Ev of the stratum Q is obtained from the MV (of form r1 or 1r ) of a stratum of ∂Σ (τs(U ))k0+1 of
dimension k0 − 2 via one of the two operations
σr : (r j , 1) 7→ r j + 1 or σl : (1, r j ) 7→ r j + 1 (8)
applied to two consecutive components of the MV. This operation creates the only sequence of an even number of
units (which might be 0 as well) between two components > 1 of the MV.
2◦. There are exactly two ways to make out of Ev an MV of form r1 (or 1r ) and with one component more —
to apply operation σ−1r to the left or σ−1l to the right multiplicity > 1 surrounding the sequence of even number of
units. These MVs define two strata of ∂Σ (τs(U ))k0+1 of dimension k0 − 2, one “below” and one “above” Q w.r.t. the
ak0 -coordinate. 
Lemma 4.18. If a stratum Q ⊂ ∂Σ (τs(U ))k0+1 of dimension k0 − 3 is adjacent to two strata of ∂Σ (τs(U ))k0+1, one
defined by an MV of form r1 and one by an MV of form 1r , then R ⊂ ∂Σ (τs(U ))k0 .
Proof. For s = 1, i.e. in the case of Π ∗0 , the lemma is true — the stratum Q belongs at the same time to H+k0+1 and to
H−k0+1, and by Property A2 one has R ⊂ H+k0 ∪ H−k0 . If s ∈ (0, 1), then by Propositions 4.7 and 4.9 adjacent strata are
mapped by Σ ◦ τs ◦ (Σ )−1 onto adjacent strata (remember that Σ and its restrictions to strata are homeomorphisms,
see Corollary 1.2 in [5]) and the lemma follows. 
Lemma 4.19. Suppose that the sets Σ (τs(U ))k have Properties A and B for k ≤ k0. Then they have Property A1 for
k = k0 + 1.
Proof. 1◦. Suppose that a fibre of projection (7) is not connected. Then one can assume that it is a fibre over the
interior of Σ (τs(U ))k0 . Indeed, if all fibres over the interior of Σ (τs(U ))k0 are connected, then by continuity this is
the case of all fibres. This follows from the fact that Σ (τs(U )) is the closure of a set homeomorphic to a simplex, and
that the endpoints of the fibres belong to the graphs of Lipschitz functions defined on Σ (τs(U ))k0 (Lemma 4.11).
The same kind of arguments show that one can choose a fibre of (7) (over a point D ∈ Σ (τs(U ))k0 ) consisting
of more than one connected component and such that the line L ⊂ Oa3 . . . ak0 passing through D and parallel to
the ak0 -axis meets no projection in Oa3 . . . ak0 of a stratum of ∂Σ (τs(U ))k0+1 of codimension ≥ 2 (i.e. of dimension≤ k0−4). Indeed, the strata of codimension≥ 2 are graphs of Lipschitz functions defined on codimension≥ 2 subsets
of Σ (τs(U ))k0 . Hence, their projections can be avoided by choosing a nearby fibre.
2◦. Hence, each fibre over a point of L consists of one or several segments and/or points. The lower and upper (in
the sense of the ak0+1-coordinate) ends of these segments belong either to strata of ∂Σ (τs(U ))k0+1 of dimension k0−2
and whose MVs (with k0 components) are of form 1r or r1 (see Lemmas 4.13 and 4.14), or to strata of dimension
k0 − 3 adjacent to them.
3◦. Denote by Z the point from L with greatest possible ak0 -coordinate (equal to a0k0 ) such that for every ε > 0
one can find a fibre with more than one component over a point of L whose ak0 -coordinate belongs to (a0k0 − ε, a0k0 ].
Hence, Z must belong to the projection in Oa3 . . . ak0 of at least one stratum Q of ∂Σ (τs(U ))k0+1 of codimension 1,
i.e. of dimension k0 − 3.
4◦. The stratum Q satisfies the conditions either of Lemma 4.16, i.e. it is a stratum of ∂Σ (τs(U ))k0 , or the ones
of Lemma 4.17. (Note that if Γk0 denotes the set of strata projecting on ∂Σ (τs(U ))k0 in Oa3 . . . ak0 , then one has
Γk0 ⊂ Γk0+1.) If it is like in Lemma 4.16, then it is the only stratum from 3◦, and by Lemma 4.16 the nearby fibres of
projection (7) consist of just one segment or point, i.e. they are connected which is a contradiction.
If the stratum Q (or one of them if several) is like in Lemma 4.17 and not like in Lemma 4.16, then it follows from
Lemma 4.18 that when a point moves along the line L and passes through Z , no merging of components of the fibre
takes place. Hence, for η > 0 sufficiently small there exist fibres with more than one component over points of L with
ak0 -coordinate ≥ a0k0 + η. Indeed, the lower and upper ends of all segments building up the fibres over L are defined
for ak0 > a
0
k0
and sufficiently close to it. This contradicts the definition of a0k0 . 
Lemma 4.20. Suppose that the sets Σ (τs(U ))k have Properties A and B for k ≤ k0. Then they have Property A2 for
k = k0 + 1.
Proof. Set ∂Σ (τs(U ))k0+1 = H˜+k0+1∪ H˜−k0+1 where H˜+k0+1 and H˜−k0+1 are the sets respectively of upper and lower ends
of fibres of (7) (w.r.t. the ak0+1-coordinate). Suppose that a fibre of (7) over a point from Σ (τs(U ))k0\∂Σ (τs(U ))k0 is
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a point. Then this point must belong at the same time to H˜+k0+1 and H˜
−
k0+1 and must be the image by Σ ◦ τs ◦ Σ−1 of
two points of Π ∗0 . This contradicts Proposition 4.7. 
Sum up the proof of Theorem 4.5. Properties A1 and A2 are proved by induction on k; the induction base is given
by Lemma 4.15, the induction steps are given respectively by Lemmas 4.19 and 4.20. Property A3 follows from
Lemma 4.11. Property B follows from Propositions 4.7 and 4.9 and Lemma 4.13. 
4.5. Proof of Theorem 4.6
Property A3 of the set Σ (τ0(U )) follows from Lemma 4.12.
Its Property A1 is in fact “the limit of this property of the sets Σ (τs(U )) when s → 0” in the following sense.
Denote for s ∈ [0, 1] by ϕs a fibre of the projectionΣ (τs(U ))k → Σ (τs(U ))k−1. Then each fibre ϕ0 is the intersection
over s ∈ (0, 1] of the fibres ϕs over the same point in Oa3 . . . ak−1. For 0 < s1 < s2 one has ϕs1 ⊆ ϕs2 , and ϕsi are
either empty or segments or points. Hence, this is the case of ϕ0 as well.
Property B is also “the limit of Property B when s → 0”.
Prove Property A2. Suppose that this property does not hold. Then there exist k ∈ N, k ≥ 3, and a fibre of the
projection K+k → K+k−1 which is over K+\∂K+k−1 and which is a point. Then such a point does not belong to a
stratum without lower case index 0 in its MV. Indeed, in a neighbourhood of such a point the retraction of Π ∗0 on K+
is the identity and Property A2 would be violated in Π ∗0 as well.
So consider the points from K+ ∩ {an = 0}. They are images under the Vieta mapping of n-tuples of points
x1 ≥ · · · ≥ xn−1 = 0 > xn . If one forgets the root xn−1 and if one considers the other n − 1 roots as roots of a monic
polynomial of degree n − 1, then one sees that the set K+ ∩ {an = 0} is in fact the set K+ for n replaced by n − 1.
Thus Property A2 follows by inductive assumption (for n = 4 it was proved by Fig. 1, for n = 3 it can be checked
straightforwardly). 
4.6. Proofs of Theorems 3.1–3.3
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Consider the sets K+ and K− for n + 1 instead of n (recall that the family of polynomials
in formula (3) are of degree n + 1). These sets have Properties A1, A2 and A3, hence, such are also their projections
K+n and K−n . For a1 6= 0 fixed the sets MHyp+n and MHyp−n are obtained from the sets K+n and K−n as images
under an affine mapping which is “triangular” (see formulas (1) and (3)) and whose inverse is
(a2, . . . , an) 7→ (a2 − a21, a3 − a1a2, . . . , an − a1an−1).
Such a mapping (and its inverse) preserve Properties A1, A2 and A3. Indeed, this can be proved by induction on k
where k−1 is the dimension of the projection of the set in a space of the form Oa2 . . . ak . For k = 2 this is evident (a2
is shifted by −a21 which is constant). If the properties hold for the projection of the set in Oa2 . . . ak , then by Property
A1 they hold in Oa2 . . . ak+1 as well (the functions f ±k+1 change to f
±
k+1+ l where l is an affine function, one and the
same for f +k+1 and f
−
k+1). 
The Whitney property (Theorem 3.2) is deduced from Properties A1, A2 and A3 in the same way as for Π ∗0 , see
[5].
The analog of Property B (Theorem 3.3) follows immediately from that property for the sets K+ and K−.
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